
Quick SPAG 

Monday Tuesday Wedensday Thursday Friday 
 

Circle two words close in 
meaning to difficult 
 
Hard       challenging    easy 
 

Reewrite the misspelt word 
 
A sqware has four sides. 
square 

Circle the missing noun 
Crab      fish 
We caught lots of ________ 
in our net. 

Circle two words that can 
be built from shoot 
Shootly      shooting     shot 
shooted 

Circle the word with NO 
long oa (boat) sound 
 
Float      potatoes     across 

Circle the opposite of 
everything. 
 
Never    nothing   nowhere 
 

Circle the missing letters 
Ci       sh 
We have a spe____al guest 
coming to dinner. 

Circle the missing verb. 
Feel        feels 
We need to leave because 
John ________ sick. 

Circle the correct spelling of 
Sew + ing 
 
Sewwing          sewing 

Which letters make the sh 
sound 
 
Position 

Circle the rhyming words 
 
Though      show      now 
 
 

Which letters make the air 
sound? 
 
Wearing 

Circle he two adjectives. 
 
The graceful swan floated 
on the still lake. 

Circle the rhyming words 
 
Hurry      carry    worry 

Which word is spelt 
correctly? 
 
Broaken     brocken   broken 

Add punctuation 
 
On Friday, we will visit 
Tom, Mary, Sam and Jane 
 

Circle the correct word. 
 
The whether/weather is 
lovely today. 

Who’s or whose? 
 
_________ on the phone? 

Add punctuation 
 
Dave wasn’t allowed to 
come to the skate park.  

Make this word men the 
oppositie.        Perfect 
 
im       in     ir     il 

Add capital letters. 
 
Athens is the capital city 
of Greece. 
 

Circle the next word in 
alphabetical order – 
shadow 
Shawl    shallow     shame 

Was or were? 
 
Dad _______ in the army 
when he _______ younger. 

Rewrite the 2 words that 
need capital letters. 
 
Adam’s sister, Emily, goes 
to university. 

Change the ending tp make 
this word mean the most 
ugly. 
Uglier      ugliest 

Circle the verb. 
 
The girl sang beautifully. 
 

Circle the missing word 
Brought       bought 
We ______ a new car last 
week. 

Which letter makes the sh 
sound? 
Sure 

Circle the missing noun 
Berry      berries 
Fiona and Max like collectng 
_________ 

Shore or sure? 
 
Are you ______ it’s cooked? 



Circle three nouns 
 
Amy opened the tin 
before dinner. 
 

Add the words in the 
correct places    Bread   rice 
Slices of bread 
Grains of rice 

Write the jumbled word 
correctly. 
I visited my uncle’s rydia 
farm and tasted fressh milk. 
dairy 

Circle the msiing verb 
Heard         hear 
Did you ______ what 
happened to Lee? 

Which word is NOT close in 
meaning to cook? 
 
Eat          boil       fry 

Circle a present tense 
form of felt. 
 
Am feeling      was feeling 
 

Circle the word you can add 
to body. 
 
One        every 

How many syllables are in 
this word? 
 
Hospital           3 

Circle the correct word 
Slow       slowly 
The webpage loaded 
_________. 

Which word is NOT the 
opposite of messy? 
 
Dirty    tidy     clean 

His or he’s? 
 
Do you know if ________ 
coming? 
 

What word goes in the 
blank space. 
Amy’s shoes _______ pink 
and purple.   Were / are 

Make this word mean the 
opposite 
Legal 
im      in       ir        il 

Who’s or whose? 
 
Ask the man _______ 
wearing the blue jacket. 

How many syllables are in 
exercise? 
 
3 

Circle the letters missed 
ouy from these words. 
He’ll       it’ll      they’ll 
 
Co           no          wi 

Add punctuation 
 
Rebecca was born in 
Cardiff. 

Add the words in the 
correct places.   Tea     milk  
Cups of tea 
Bottles of milk 

He’s or his? 
 
I think _________ a bit 
rude. 

Circle the better word 
Always      never 
Jim’s a very friendly person, 
he’s _________ smiling. 
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